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Agriculture
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HF 440
HF 443
HF 468
HF 469
HF 484
HF 495
HSB 120
HSB 135
SF 329
SF 357
SF 362
SSB 1034
SSB 1144
SSB 1146

Agricultural Extension Council public notice. (House Calendar)
Electrical work on farm properties (House Calendar) (companion to SF 357)
Confined Animal Feeding Operation (CAFO) nuisance exemption (House Calendar) (companion to
SSB 1144)
Soil and Water commissioner elections (House Calendar)
Des Moines Waterworks dissolution. (House Calendar) (companion to SSB 1146)
Beginning farmer tax credit extension (Ways and Means Committee)
Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship code cleanup (House Calendar)
Water Quality Plan (Appropriations Committee) (similar to SSB 1034)
Industrial Hemp (Senate Calendar)
Electric work on farm properties (Senate Calendar) (companion to HF 443)
Animal pathogens at state fairs (Senate Calendar)
Governor Water Quality Plan (Senate Appropriations) (similar to HSB 135)
CAFO nuisance exemption (Senate Calendar) (companion to HF 468)
Des Moines Waterworks dissolution (Senate Calendar) (companion to HF 484)
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Appropriations
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

All Bills in Appropriations Committee are Eligible (Per Joint Rule 20)
FY 2018 Administration and Regulation Budget (Starts in the House)
FY 2018 Agriculture and Natural Resources Budget (Starts in the Senate)
FY 2018 Economic Development Budget (Starts in the Senate)
FY 2018 Education Budget (Starts in the House)
FY 2018 Health and Human Services Budget (Starts in the House)
FY 2018 Infrastructure and Capitals Budget (Starts in the House)
FY 2018 Judicial Branch Budget (Starts in the Senate)
FY 2018 Justice Systems Budget (Starts in the Senate)
FY 2018 Standings and Miscellaneous Provisions (Starts in the Senate)
FY 2018 Transportation Budget (Starts in the House)
Federal Block Grant (Starts in the Senate)

Governor Action
SF 130
SF 166

FY 2017 Deapproprations Bill. (Signed; effective 2/1/17)
State Supplemental Aid for FY 2018. (Signed; effective 2/8/17)
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Commerce
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HF 215
HF 216
HF 303
HF 309
HF 310
HF 311
HF 441
HF 442
HF 445
HF 509
HF 512
HF 518
HSB 118
HSB 119
HSB 125
HSB 126
HSB 152
HSB 153
SF 1
SF 176
SF 177
SF 230
SF 231
SF 232

Requires insurance coverage of applied behavioral analysis for autism spectrum disorder (House
Calendar) (companion to SF 400)
Eliminates a $25 filing fee for independent review of a benefit trigger determination under a longterm care insurance policy (House Calendar) companion to SF 233)
Allows the Iowa Insurance Division Commissioner to notify the Attorney General of a potential need
for a receivership for cemetery and funeral related services (House Calendar) (companion to SF 232)
Codifies a 2010 Iowa Insurance Division Commissioner bulletin regarding certificates of insurance
(House Calendar)
Eliminates the regulation of Iowa Utilities Board over municipally owned utilities regarding the deposits which may be required by a utility for the initiation or reinstatement of services (House Calendar) (companion to SF 355)
Updates terminology in Iowa Code relating to Money Market Funds (House Calendar) (companion to
SF 231)
Allows minors to be employed to use laundry machinery (House Calendar)
Allows gas and electrical utilities that are not rate-regulated to use one form to meet the reporting
requirements regarding energy efficiencies (House Calendar) (companion to SF 331)
Iowa Utilities Board Omnibus bill (House Calendar) (companion to SF 417
Extends the undeveloped tax rate on property, which has been subdivided or platted until construction begins on the property (House Calendar) (companion to SF 375)
Allows a customer to defer a payment and take on another month under a consumer credit loan
(House Calendar) (companion to SF 177)
Makes numerous changes related to workers’ compensation (House Calendar) (companion to SF
435)
Credit Union Omnibus bill (House Calendar) (companion to SF 409)
Requires the Chief Information Officer to designate a Chief Technology Officer and a Chief Information Security Officer for Iowa, and the Technology Advisory Council is repealed (House Calendar)
Updates Iowa code relating to Licensed Real Estate Professionals (House Calendar)
Makes various changes to update fees and charges that are overseen by the consumer credit code
(House Calendar) (companion to SF 418)
Updates the Iowa Code so that architects are required to be licensed, rather than registered with
the State of Iowa (House Calendar) (companion to SF 408)
Makes changes related to the Iowa Finance Authority, including Mechanic’s Lien (House Calendar)
Requires each state agency to provide jobs impact statements to the Department of Administrative
Services (House Commerce Committee)
Economic Development Authority omnibus bill (Senate Calendar) (companion to HSB 36)
Allows a customer to defer a payment and take on another month under a consumer credit loan
(Senate Calendar) (HF 512)
Requires Legislative employees to pay more for health insurance (House Commerce Committee)
Updates terminology in Iowa Code relating to Money Market Funds (Senate Calendar) (companion
to HF 311)
Allows the Iowa Insurance Division Commissioner to notify the Attorney General of a potential need
for a receivership for cemetery and funeral related services (Senate Calendar) (companion to HF
303)
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SF 233
SF 317
SF 331
SF 355
SF 386
SF 387
SF 400
SF 404
SF 408
SF 409
SF 417
SF 418
SF 431
SF 435

Eliminates a $25 filing fee for independent review of a benefit trigger determination under a longterm care insurance policy (Senate Calendar) (companion to HF 216)
Extends the undeveloped tax rate on property, which has been subdivided or platted until construction begins on the property (Senate Calendar) (companion to HF 375)
Allows gas and electrical utilities that are not rate-regulated to use one form to meet the reporting
requirements regarding energy efficiencies (Senate Calendar) (companion to HF 442)
Eliminates the regulation of Iowa Utilities Board over municipally owned utilities regarding the deposits which may be required by a utility for the initiation or reinstatement of services (Senate Calendar) (companion to HF 310)
Creates a geothermal tax credit against the corporate income tax (Senate Calendar) (companion to
HF 122)
Creates a geothermal tax credit against the franchise tax (Senate Calendar) (companion to HF 123)
Requires insurance coverage of applied behavioral analysis for autism spectrum disorder (Senate
Calendar) (companion to HF 215)
Allows for the use of experimental treatments for patients with a terminal illness (Senate Calendar)
Updates the Iowa Code so that architects are required to be licensed, rather than registered with
the State of Iowa (Senate Calendar) (companion to HSB 152)
Credit Union Omnibus bill (Senate Calendar) (companion to HSB 1189)
Iowa Utilities Board omnibus bill (Senate Calendar) (companion to HF 445)
Makes various changes to update fees and charges that are overseen by the consumer credit code
(Senate Calendar) (companion to HSB 126)
Allows for the siting of small wireless facilities (Senate Calendar)
Makes numerous changes related to workers’ compensation (Senate Calendar) (companion to HF
518)
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Economic Growth
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HF 439 Workforce Housing tax credits (Ways and Means Committee) (companion to SSB 1035)
HSB 39 Manufactured housing fund (House Calendar)
HSB 168 Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act compliance legislation (House Calendar)
HSB 36 Economic Development Authority program changes (House Calendar) ( companion to SF 176)
SF 176 Economic Development Authority program changes (Senate Calendar) (companion to HSB 36)
SSB 1035 Workforce Housing tax credits (Senate Ways and Means Committee) (companion to HF 439)

Governor Action
HF 231 Apprenticeship Changes (Signed, effective 3-1-2017)
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Education
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HF 17
HF 26
HF 217
HF 255
HF 349
HF 515
HF 419
HF 446
HF 473
HF 474
HF 507
HF 508
HSB 94
HSB 178
SF 238
SF 239
SF 240
SF 274
SF 349
SF 350
SF 427
SSB 1114
SSB 1124
SSB 1137

Concussion Reporting Protocol and Coach CPR, AED Requirement (House Calendar)
Home Rule by statute change (House Calendar)
BOEE: School Employee Disciplinary Action (Senate Calendar) (Similar to SF 239)
College Aid Commission: Board Make Up (House Calendar)
Area Education Agencies (AEA’s) Consideration of Petition (House Calendar)
Security Plans Required for School Districts (House Calendar)
Drivers Ed Taught by “Peace Officer” (House Calendar)
Flexibility School Funding II: Fund Established (House Calendar)
HiSET Test Changes (House Calendar)
College Aid Commission: Uncollectable Student Debt (House Calendar)
Computer Science Fund and Work Group (House Calendar) (Similar to SF 274)
Shared Operations Sunset Removal (House Calendar)
College Aid Commission: Post-Secondary School Registration (House Calendar)
Flexibility School Funding I: Flexibility Spending Authorizations (House Calendar)
Sexual Exploitation gap fix for school employees (Senate Calendar)
BOEE: School Employee Disciplinary Action (Senate Calendar) (Similar to HF 217)
Removes Statewide Assessment Requirement and Sets New RFP (Senate Calendar)
Computer Science Fund and Work Group (Senate Calendar) (Similar to HF 507)
Iowa Tuition Grant Cap Removal (House Education)
HiSET Test Changes (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HF 473)
Extends ELL from 5 to 7 Years (Senate Calendar)
Children’s Residential Facilities Rewrite (Senate Calendar)
District Cost per Pupil and Transportation Cost Per Pupil Equity (Senate Calendar)
Education Omnibus, Including On-Line Pilot Changes (Senate Calendar)

Governor Action
SF 166

FY 2018 School Aid, Categorical Funding at 1.11% and Property Tax Replacement (Signed, Effective
February 8, 2017)
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Environmental
Protection
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HF 202
HSB 163
SF 273

Department of Natural Resources code cleanup. (House Calendar) (Companion to SF 273)
Repeals the bottle bill and creates new programs for recycling, little control, and beautification.
(House Ways & Means Committee)
Department of Natural Resources code cleanup. (House Calendar) (Companion to HF 202)
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Human Resources
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HF 112
HF 189
HF 232
HF 233
HF 234
HF 274
HF 276
HF 306
HF 319
HF 322
HF 393
HF 394
HF 395
HF 396
HF 470
HSB 79
HSB 80
HSB 146
HSB 147
HSB 156
HSB 172
HSB 177
SF2
SF 51

Allows for physicians to treat Lyme’s disease with alternative methods without being disciplined by
the Board of Medicine (House Calendar) (similar to SF 115)
Establishes new rules for the Physician Assistant Board to report issues to the Board of Medicine
(House Calendar)
Allows nurses and physician assistants to pronounce the death of patient at a prison, when the
death is expected (House Calendar)
Standardizes the step therapy protocol process and the exceptions (House Calendar) (similar to SSB
1072)
Eliminates the requirement that mental health advocates file quarterly reports with the court (Senate Human Resources Committee)
Required the University of Iowa to maintain a stroke database (House Calendar) (similar to SSB
1147)
Expands the types of drugs that can be present, relating to a drug endangered child, to be considered child abuse by the Department of Human Services (House Calendar)
Allows other entities to provide online training for certified nursing assistants (House Calendar)
Allows licensed mental health professionals to make a decision regarding involuntary hospitalizations and commitment for individuals with substance abuse or a serious mental illness disorders
(House Calendar) (companion to SSB 1133)
Requires a prescribing physician to register with the prescription drug monitoring program (House
Calendar)
Iowa Department of Public Health omnibus bill (House Calendar)
Updates the Nurses Licensure Compact (House Calendar) (companion to SF 419)
Prohibits tanning for minors sixteen years old and younger (House Calendar)
Allows a relative to be a foster care provider if they are licensed (House Calendar)
Allows children at least 14 years old to participate in the subsidized guardianship program (House
Calendar)
Combines two health care loan repayment programs into one new program (House Calendar)
Brings state laws regarding public disclosure in alignment with federal law with regard to child fatalities and near fatalities (House Calendar)
Expands the definition of dependent adult abuse to include personal degradation (House Calendar)
(companion to SF 420)
Requires background checks for temporary employees of health care facilities that provide direct
care services (House Calendar)
Establishes new working groups related to the Mental Health and Disability Services System (House
Calendar)
Requires the Department of Human Services to report on the asset verification program (House Calendar) (similar to SSB 1157)
Requires background checks for potential employees, contractors, vendors, etc., that will have access to confidential financial information (House Calendar)
Relates to the state family planning services program and discontinues the Medicaid family planning
network waiver. (House Human Resources Committee)
Requires the Iowa Department of Public Health to promote the awareness of the cytomegalovirus
and congenital cytomegalovirus (Senate Calendar)
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SF 53
SF 75
SF 222
SF 250
SF 282
SF 285
SF 316
SF 342
SF 359
SF 360
SF 369
SF 383
SF 419
SF 420
SF 430
SSB 1030
SSB 1032
SSB 1072
SSB 1074
SSB 1133
SSB 1147
SSB 1157
SSB 1164

Prohibits abortions after 20 week of pregnancy with minimal exceptions (Senate Calendar)
Allows for the disclosure of mental health information to a law enforcement professional without a
person’s consent to protect the safety of the person and others (Senate Calendar)
Allows for physicians to treat Lyme’s disease (Senate Calendar) (similar to HF 112)
Requires patients to be notified of breast density after a mammogram (Senate Calendar)
Classification of Cannabidiol Investigation Products and continuation of Iowa’s Medical Cannabidiol
Act (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HF 520)
Establishes a Psychiatric Practitioner Loan Repayment Program and Fund (Senate Calendar)
Allows for Medicaid to cover supported community living services in the home of a family member
(Senate Calendar)
Requires the managed care organization to pay a penalty on claims that were not paid timely (Senate Calendar)
Prohibits the acquiring or selling of fetal body parts (Senate Calendar)
Expands the list of eligible facilities to accept a newborn as part of the Newborn Safe Haven Act
(Senate Calendar)
Requires the mental health institutions and psychiatric hospitals to daily update the psychiatric bed
tracking system (Senate Calendar)
Establishes a Supportive Housing Task Force regarding homelessness under the Iowa Finance Authority (Senate Calendar)
Updates the Nurses Licensure Compact (Senate Calendar) (companion to HF 394)
Expands the definition of dependent adult abuse to include personal degradation (Senate Calendar)
(companion to HSB 146)
Updates the Advanced Practice Registered Nurse Licensure Compact (Senate Calendar)
Requests a study committee for creating a facility for elderly sex offenders (Senate Calendar)
Allows optometrists to use injectable (Senate Human Resources Committee) (companion to HSB 48)
Standardizes the step therapy protocol process and the exceptions (Senate Calendar) (similar to HF
233)
Board of Pharmacy omnibus bill (Senate Calendar)
Allows licensed mental health professionals to make a decision regarding involuntary hospitalizations and commitment for individuals with substance abuse or a serious mental illness disorders
(Senate Calendar) (companion to HF 319)
Promotes stroke care quality improvement (Senate Calendar) (similar to HF 274)
Requires the Department of Human Services to report on the asset verification program (Senate
Calendar) (similar to HSB 172)
Exempts educational services performed by a dental hygienists to be overseen by a dentist (Senate
Calendar)

Governor Action
HF 305

Allows for the prescribing of injectable biological products, including bio-similar biological products
(sent to Governor)
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Judiciary
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HF 3
HF 20
HF 52
HF 69
HF 133
HF 134
HF 135
HF 146
HF 160
HF 161
HF 183
HF 184
HF 195
HF 223
HF 251
HF 252
HF 253
HF 263

HF 304
HF 371
HF 375

Changes the statute of repose for cases arising out of the unsafe or defective condition of an improvement to real property. (House Calendar) (Companion to SF 413)
Expands individuals that can commit sexual exploitation by a school employee to include volunteers,
contractors, and other full and part time employees. (House Calendar)
Expands criminal offense of interference with judicial acts to include bailiffs. (House Calendar)
Changes the penalty for certain trespassing crimes that are currently punishable as a simple misdemeanor with up to 30 days in jail and a fine of up to $500 to scheduled violations. (House Calendar)
Clarifies the role of guardian ad litems in civil actions. (Senate Judiciary Committee)
Prohibits a city from adopting or enforcing any regulation or restriction on residential rental property based on familiar or non-familial relationships. (House Calendar) (Companion to SF 416)
Allows a power of attorney to relinquish all of a principal’s rights of dower, homestead, and the
elective share. (House Calendar)
Changes the notice requirements for forcible entry detainer proceedings. (House Calendar)
Changes the length of a no-contact order related to a simple misdemeanor offense from five years
to up to five years. (House Calendar)
Requires in-service training for educators to include training programs on child sexual abuse, sexual
assault awareness, prevention, and requires school districts to provide instruction on child sexual
abuse and sexual assault awareness and prevention in K-12 curriculum. (House Calendar)
Adds additional individuals to be served if a dependent adult is suffering abuse to additionally include the dependent adult’s parents and grandparents and clarifies language related to a dependent
adult’s spouse. (Senate Judiciary Committee)
Changes the information required in the petition for small probate estates. (Senate Judiciary Committee)
Updates notice requirements in probate filings to account for the court’s use of the electronic document management system (EDMS). (Senate Judiciary Committee)
Requires foreign laws applied in the state to conform to the U.S. Constitution and the Iowa Constitution. (House Calendar)
Codifies trespass law regarding duty of care to the owner of property to a trespasser. (House Calendar) (Companion to SF 260)
Excludes joint tenancy property, property transfers during the person’s lifetime, and assets payable
to beneficiaries from the value of decedent’s estate for determining court costs. (House Calendar)
Clarifies that the violation of any paternity and obligation for support order by any party will be held
in contempt, including costs, and requires Children in the Middle courses for any custody action, not
just for married parents. (Senate Judiciary Committee)
Requires mandatory minimum sentences for certain domestic abuse assault and domestic relationship convictions, expands the definition of what constitutes stalking, prohibits the authorized
placement of a GPS device, and makes other changes related to domestic abuse crimes. (House Calendar) (Companion to SF 422)
Prohibits school administrators and teachers from granting extra credit to students that contribute
school supplies for use in the classroom. (House Calendar)
Updates court costs and attorney fees in an action to quiet title. (House Calendar)
Creates a sexual abuse civil protective order. (House Calendar) (Companion to SF 401)
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HF 377
HF 407
HF 476
HF 487
HF 488
HF 494

HF 517
HF 519
HJR 1
HJR 11
HSB 32
HSB 106
HSB 127
HSB 129
HSB 158
SF2
SF 209
SF 218
SF 333
SF 241
SF 260
SF 275
SF 361
SF 374
SF 376
SF 384
SF 385
SF 401
SF 405
SF 412

Reduces penalties for possession of crack, changes mandatory minimums for certain crimes, and
reduces the mandatory minimum for certain robbery offenses. (House Calendar)
Updates Iowa Code to reflect the current utilization of Iowa’s corrections system. (House Calendar)
Requires additional disclosures and procedures for bringing an asbestos related civil case. (House
Calendar) (Companion to SF 376)
Creates new standards and limitations on medical malpractice cases. (House Calendar) (Companion
to SSB 1087)
Makes nonsubstantive corrections to the Code. (House Calendar) (Companion to SF 384)
Requires a surcharge on drug paraphernalia convictions and a money service transfer fee of 1% on
any money transfer service transaction. This money is placed in the newly created Financial Crime
and Wire Transmitter Fund to investigate criminal offenses committed for financial gain. (House
Ways & Means Committee)
Makes changes to offensive weapons, carrying and acquiring firearms, the use of deadly force, and
other firearms provisions. (House Calendar)
Increases the penalty for use of electronic devices while driving if there is an accident causing death,
creates a statewide 24/7 sobriety and drug monitoring program, makes changes to the oversight of
OWI monitoring programs. (House Ways & Means Committee) (Companion to SSB 1101)
Amends the Iowa Constitution to provide that a person’s electronic communications and data are
secure against unreasonable searches and seizures and that electronic communications and data
may only be subject to search and seizure if a warrant has been issued. (House Calendar)
Calls for a Constitutional Convention to the Constitution of the United States to impose fiscal restraints on the federal government. (House Calendar) (Similar to SJR 8)
Allows a peace officer to request certain personal information not be available to the public. (House
Calendar)
Increases the amount that a damage award can be reduced for failure to wear a seat belt in a motor
vehicle accident from 5% to 25%. (House Calendar)
Makes substantive corrections to the Code. (House Calendar) (Companion to SF 405)
Requires an action for unfair or discriminatory practice to be filed with the district court within 90
days of an administrative release of the claim by the Iowa Civil Rights Commission. (House Calendar)
Limits who can make adoption placements and limits expenditures related to termination of parental rights. (House Calendar) (Companion to SF 433)
Relates to the state family planning services program and discontinues the Medicaid family planning
network waiver. (House Human Resources Committee)
Expands the definition of what constitutes the crime of stalking. (Senate Calendar)
Allows for a peace officer to carry a weapon on school grounds at all times. (Senate Calendar)
Allows for access to a fiduciary’s digital assets. (Senate Calendar)
Prohibits a law enforcement officer from being examined about certain personal information. (Senate Calendar)
Codifies trespass law regarding duty of care to the owner of property to a trespasser. (Senate Calendar Calendar) (Companion to HF 251)
Specifies jurisdiction requirements for termination of parental rights actions. (Senate Calendar)
Allows for the temporary delegation of parental authority. (Senate Calendar)
Changes provisions related to providing legal assistance to indigent persons in criminal proceedings.
(Senate Calendar)
Requires additional disclosures and procedures for bringing an asbestos related civil case. (Senate
Calendar) (Companion to HF 476)
Makes nonsubstantive corrections to the Code. (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HF 488)
Updates the “Uniform Athlete Agents Act.” (Senate Calendar)
Creates a sexual abuse civil protective order. (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HF 375)
Makes substantive corrections to the Code. (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HSB 127)
Prohibits employers from knowingly employing unauthorized aliens. (Senate Calendar)
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SF 413
SF 414
SF 416
SF 422

SF 423
SF 424
SF 433
SF 434
SF 487
SSB 1084
SSB 1087
SSB 1101
SSB 1148

Changes the statute of repose for cases arising out of the unsafe or defective condition of an improvement to real property. (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HF 3)
Modifies the definition of certain criminal offenses to include the use of a simulated firearm or simulated explosive. (Senate Calendar)
Prohibits a city from adopting or enforcing any regulation or restriction on residential rental property based on familiar or non-familial relationships. (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HF 134)
Requires mandatory minimum sentences for certain domestic abuse assault and domestic relationship convictions, expands the definition of what constitutes stalking, prohibits the authorized
placement of a GPS device, and makes other changes related to domestic abuse crimes. (Senate
Calendar) (Companion to HF 263)
Requires any person charged with a criminal offense that includes using a firearm to make an initial
appearance before a magistrate before being released. (Senate Calendar)
Makes changes to actions to quiet title based on adverse possession. (Senate Calendar)
Limits who can make adoption placements and limits expenditures related to termination of parental rights. (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HSB 158)
Allows for sealing juvenile adjudications after 10 years have passed since the person’s conviction.
(Senate Calendar)
Creates restrictions on payment of insurance proceeds to anyone convicted of certain felonies
against the decedent. (Senate Calendar)
Makes changes to jury lists. (Senate Calendar)
Creates new standards and limitations on medical malpractice cases. (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HF 487)
Increases the penalty for use of electronic devices while driving if there is an accident causing death,
creates a statewide 24/7 sobriety and drug monitoring program, makes changes to the oversight of
OWI monitoring programs. (Senate Ways & Means Committee) (Companion to HF 519)
Implements additional requirements for civil forfeiture. (Senate Calendar)
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Labor
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HSB 143
HSB 144
HSB 145
SF 32
SSB 1145

Disqualification from unemployment benefits (House Calendar)
Unemployment claims in second benefit year (House Calendar)
Occupation Safety and Health Administration (OHSA) conformity (House Calendar)
Hair sample private sector drug screening (House Labor Committee)
Banning project labor agreements (Senate Calendar)

Governor Action
HF 291

Gutting public sector collective bargaining (signed, effective 2-17-17)
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Local Government
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HF 295
HF 307
HF 308
HF 326
HF 485
HSB 11
HSB 73
SSB 1063
SSB 1100
SSB 1152
SSB 1153
SSB 1172

Preemption of Local Ordinances on Minimum Wage, Products and Civil Rights (House Calendar)
Waterworks or Sewer Services Procedures (Senate Local Government Committee)
Military Records (Senate Local Government Committee)
Car Title for Surviving Co-Owner (House Ways and Means Committee) (Companion to SSB 1063)
City Council Members Allowed to Serve as Volunteer Fire Fighter (House Calendar)
County Compensation Board Make up (House Calendar)
County Boards of Supervisors Required to be Representational. (House Calendar)
Car Title for Surviving Co-Owner (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HF 326)
Recorders Notices (Senate Calendar)
Electronic Pay Via County Treasurer (Senate Calendar)
Deputy County Auditor Salary (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HSB 113, House Calendar)
Prohibits local governments and their officers/employees from releasing a person who is the subject
of an immigration detainer request, and assigns penalties. (Senate Calendar) (Similar to HF 265,
House Calendar)
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Natural Resources
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HSB 175
HSB 176
HF 254
HF 410
HF 475
HF 510
HF 511
SSB 1171
SSB 1174
SF 257
SF 258
SF 259

Increases the fees for several hunting, fishing, and furbearer licenses (House Ways and Means
Committee)
Combines the snowmobile trail pass fee and the snowmobile registration fee into one decal and increases the percentage of fees the snowmobile clubs receive from 50% to 80% (House Ways and
Means Committee) (Similar to SSB 1171)
Allows a hunter more than the allocated time of fifteen minutes to tag a deer if the carcass is located in an unsafe area (Senate Natural Resources and Environment Committee)
Puts the Palmer Amaranth on the primary noxious weed list (House Calendar)
Allows the use of a straight wall cartridge rifle to hunt deer during certain hunting seasons (House
Calendar)
Allows the Department of Natural Resources to set fees at state parks (House Ways and Means
Committee)
Allows the Department of Natural Resources to set prices and minimum seed orders at the State
Nursery (House Calendar)
Increases the percentage of fees the snowmobile clubs receive from 50% to 70% (Senate Ways and
Means Committee) (Similar to HSB 176)
Sets the turtle harvesting season from June 15 to May 15 for both commercial and noncommercial
harvesters (Senate Calendar)
Permit requirements for bass fishing tournaments being held on public waters (House Natural Resources Committee)
Prohibits the Natural Resource Commission from restricting hunting on specific private property
(Senate Calendar)
Allows motorboats to operate on Lake MacBride with power units exceeding 10 horsepower at any
time (House Natural Resources Committee)
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Oversight
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

All Oversight Committee Bills are Eligible Bills (Per Joint Rule 20)
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Public Safety
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HF 13
HF 148
HF 204
HF 214
HF 265
HF 296
HF 323
HF 332
HF 461
HF 467
HF 520
HSB 88
HSB 89
HSB 112
SF 220
SF 276
SF 282
SF 332
SF 358
SF 395
SF 403
SF 415
SF 421

Creates a process for an electronic application for a search warrant (House Calendar) (companion to
SF 358)
Expands definition of invasion of privacy to include the dissemination of photos, films, etc without
permission. (House Calendar)
Prohibits the unauthorized placement of a global positioned device and provides a penalty. (House
Calendar)
Makes changes to sex offender registry. (House Calendar)
Prohibits state and political subdivisions – including Regents institutions, from adopting rules, policies, etc that would limit or restrict the enforcement of any federal immigration law to less than the
full extent permitted by federal law. (House Calendar) (similar to SSB 1172)
Moves definition of imitation drugs from Chapter 124A to Chapter 124 and increases penalties. Increases the time, from 60 days to 2 years, for the Legislature to codify the designation by the Board
of Pharmacy of a new substance as a controlled substance. (House Calendar)
Requires courts to seal search warrants where defendant has been acquitted or when case has been
dismissed. (House Calendar)
Allows for state and county medical examiners, and medical examiner investigators to have access
to the drug prescribing and dispensing information program. (House Calendar)
Creates a tax credit for the purchase of a gun safe. (House Ways & Means Committee)
Puts law enforcement communications systems of law enforcement agencies under the purview of
the Iowa Communications Network. (House Calendar)
Classification of Cannabidiol Investigation Products and continuation of Iowa’s Medical Cannabidiol
Act. (House Calendar) (Companion to SF 282)
Authorized and unauthorized uses of unmanned aerial vehicles/drones. (House Calendar)
Requires pharmacists that fill controlled substance prescriptions to update the drug prescribing and
dispensing program on a daily basis, rather than a weekly basis. (House Calendar)
Allows for the Department of Homeland Security and Emergency Management to hire employees in
response to a disaster that would be exempt from Chapters 8A (Merit System) and 20 (Collective
Bargaining). (House Calendar) (Companion to SF 395)
Prohibits the use of automated or remote traffic law enforcement systems. (Senate Calendar)
Makes changes to payments from the Crime Victim Compensation fund. (Senate Calendar)
Classification of Cannabidiol Investigation Products and continuation of Iowa’s Medical Cannabidiol
Act. (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HF 520)
Classification changes to scheduling of controlled substances. (Senate Calendar)
Creates a process for an electronic application for a search warrant. (Senate Calendar) (Companion
to HF 13)
Allows for the Department of Homeland Security and Emergency Management to hire employees in
response to a disaster that would be exempt from Chapters 8A (Merit System) and 20 (Collective
Bargaining). (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HSB 112)
Adds theft of equipment rental property to the definition of theft. (Senate Calendar)
Good Samaritan bill for underage drinking situations. (Senate Calendar)
Makes changes to the Injury to Animals Other Than Livestock Chapter (Companion Animals). Senate
Calendar
18

SF 432
SSB 1172

Simple misdemeanor penalty for first time possession of marijuana of 5 grams or less. (Senate Calendar)
Prohibits local governments and their officers/employees from releasing a person who is the subject
of an immigration detainer request, and assigns penalties. (Senate Calendar) (Similar to HF 265)
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State Government
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HF 89
HF 166
HF 213
HF 403
HF 444
HF 462
HF 466
HF 471
HF 516
HSB 108
HSB 113
HSB 115
HSB 137
HSB 48
SF 33
SF 236
SF 237
SF 284
SF 351
SF 352
SF 388
SF 395
SF 396
SF 399
SF 410
SF 411
SF 425
SF 426
SJR 8
SSB 1082
SSB 1103

Allows for the merger of the Des Moines Schools retirement system and IPERS. (House Calendar)
Changes the date of a school board election to the same as city election. (House Calendar)
Confidentiality of information obtained in an audio or video calling. (House Calendar)
Confidentiality of volunteer records of governmental bodies. (House Calendar)
License genetic counselors in the state of Iowa. (House Ways and Means Committee)
Confidentiality of certain gaming records from the racing and gaming commission. (House Calendar)
(Similar to SF 396)
Matches Iowa health care law to the Affordable Care Act regarding age on which someone can stay
on parents plan. Also removes some dependents off current health care plan. (House Calendar)
Allows for the precinct consolidation in Primary and General elections, similar to that of school and
city elections. (House Calendar)
Requires all voters to show a photo ID while voting as well as a fund to upgrade voting equipment
and election audits. (House Calendar) (Similar to SSB 1163)
Alcohol Beverage Division technical bill, also implements recommendations from the working group
over the interim. (House Ways and Means Committee)
Allows for the Deputy County Auditor of Elections to be paid up to 85% of the salary of the County
Auditor. (House Calendar) (Companion to SSB 1153)
Increasing the providers in the 403b retirement programs for teachers. (House Calendar) (Similar to
SSB 1107)
Standardizes certain rules and medications for horse and dog racing. Also changes set off requirements to advance deposit wagering. (House Calendar)
Increases the scope of practice to optometrists. (House Calendar) (Similar to SSB 1032)
Allows for a primary run-off election in election in a primary is in inconclusive. (Senate Calendar)
Allows for the sale and purchase of fireworks in the state of Iowa. (Similar to HSB 171)
Practice of Public Accountants. (Senate Calendar)
Increases penalties and fines for eluding a police officer. (Senate Calendar)
Elimination of the Iowa Emergency Response commission. (House State Government Committee)
Campaign and Ethics technical cleanup. (Senate Calendar)
Energy conservation requirements from state building commissioner roll back. (Senate Calendar)
Permanent emergency personnel in the Department of Homeland Security. (Senate Calendar)
Confidentiality of certain gaming records from the racing and gaming commission. (Senate Calendar)
(Similar to HF 462)
Secretary of State elections technical bill. (Senate Calendar)
Declaration of disposition of a person’s remains and ceremonies. (Senate Calendar)
Contractor registration fees for Iowa Workforce Development and Iowa Department of Public
Health. (Senate Calendar)
First time home buyers savings account and income tax exemptions. (Senate Ways and Means
Committee)
Increases the penalties for protestors on highways. (Senate Calendar)
Resolution calling for an Article V convention to limit the power of federal government. (Senate Calendar) (Similar to HJR 11)
911 consolidation study recommendations. (Senate Calendar)
Voluntary exclusion from gaming facilities. (Senate Calendar)
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SSB 1107
SSB 1129
SSB 1136
SSB 1163

Increasing the providers in the 403b retirement programs for teachers. (Senate Calendar) (Similar to
HSB 115)
Birth certificate fee update and new requirements. (Senate Calendar)
Expanded use of the money for pre-school funding. (Senate Calendar)
Requires all voters to show a photo ID while voting as well as a fund to upgrade voting equipment
and election audits. (Senate Calendar) (Similar to HF 516)

Governor Action
HF 231
HF 293

Apprentice program and powers of the Economic Development Authority (Signed, effective
3/1/2017)
Allows for a department or agency to bypass the Iowa Prison Industries (IPI) requirement if procuring from an Iowa company. IPI is still allowed to bid. (Sent to Governor)
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Transportation
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HF 84
HF 203
HF 218
HF 289
HF 312
HF 313
HF 314
HF 372
HF 373
HF 392
HF 432
HF 463
HF 464
HF 465
HF 496
HF 513
HSB 139
HSB 167
HSB 75
SF 184
SF 196
SF 220
SF 234

Extends current law to allow a qualified parent to teach any student drivers education, not just if
they are their homeschool advisor. (House Calendar)
Allows for the Transportation Commission to approve a federal road money swap with state funds
for local government project. (Senate Calendar) (Companion to SF 184)
Extends the length of a single truck by 4 feet. (Senate Transportation Committee)
Allows for the issuance of Driver’s License in Carroll and Clay County. (Senate Transportation) (Companion to SF 312)
Allows for cars to stand unattended while motor running. (Senate Calendar) (Attached to SF 235)
If a car is involved in an accident it must first be removed from the travel part of the roadway if able.
(Senate Transportation)
Definition of a utility vehicle for the purpose of safe passage. (Senate Transportation Committee)
Allows for a right turn from a double right turn lane or a left from a double left turn lane. (House
Calendar) (Companion to SF 251)
Eliminates the DOT as the go between transfers from DAS to the State Treasurer’s office. (House
Calendar) (Similar to SSB 1038)
Stipulates that a driver’s education course must be of minimum of 3 weeks to operate in the state.
(House Calendar)
Requires automatic running lights on vehicles to be lighted at all times if, the vehicle is equipped.
(House Calendar)
Allows for Motor Vehicle Enforcement officers to enforce all laws that other peace officers enforce,
as well as extends the length of validity for a commercial learners permit. (House Calendar) (Similar
to SSB 1036)
Removes current ATV primary road crossings regulations and sets new safety requirements for safe
passing. (House Calendar)
Allows for trucks to travel in a platoon for study purposed on a DOT approved road. (House Calendar)
Modify current driver’s education law to allow for drivers education for students with disabilities.
(House calendar)
Establishes new laws for the standards for the sage passage of bicycles by motor vehicles. (House
Calendar) (Similar to SF 265)
Requires an electronic communication device be in hands free mode while operating a motor vehicle (House Calendar) (Similar to SF 407)
Allows for an insurer may apply for a salvage certificate title for a motor vehicle without surrendering the motor vehicle title. (House Calendar) (Similar to SSB 1178)
Establishes an insurance verification program through a third party vendor with the DOT. (House
Calendar)
Allows for the Transportation Commission to approve a federal road money swap with state funds
for local government project. (Senate Calendar)(Companion to HF 203)
Prohibits the use of automated traffic enforcement devices by the DOT and local authorities must
get approval from the DOT prior to the installation of an automated traffic enforcement device.
(Senate Calendar)
Statewide prohibition on automated traffic cameras. (Senate Calendar)
Texting while driving a primary offense. (Senate Calendar)
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SF 235
SF 251
SF 265
SF 296
SF 312
SF 406
SF 407
SSB 1036
SSB 1038
SSB 1140
SSB 1149
SSB 1178

Allows for cars to stand unattended while motor running. (Senate Calendar) (Attached to HF 312)
Allows for a right turn from a double right turn lane or a left from a double left turn lane. (Senate
Calendar) (Companion to HF 372)
Establishes new laws for the standards for the sage passage of bicycles by motor vehicles. (Senate
Calendar) (Similar to HF 513)
Carrying a firearm while operating a snowmobile or ATV. (Senate Calendar)
Allows for the issuance of Driver’s License in Carroll and Clay County. (Senate Calendar) (Companion
to HF 289)
Permit exemptions for a farm vehicles. (Senate Calendar)
Requires an electronic communication device be in hands free mode while operating a motor vehicle. (Senate Calendar) (Similar to HSB 139)
Allows for Motor Vehicle Enforcement officers to enforce all laws that other peace officers enforce,
as well as extends the length of validity for a commercial learners permit. (Senate Calendar) (Similar
to HF 463)
Eliminates the DOT as the go between transfers from DAS to the State Treasurer’s office. (Senate
Calendar) (Similar to HF 373)
Licensed motor vehicles dealers acquiring a vehicle at wholesale auction. (Senate Calendar)
Cattle guards on a street or highway, if the highway or street ends in a dead end. (Senate Calendar)
Allows for an insurer may apply for a salvage certificate title for a motor vehicle without surrendering the motor vehicle title. (Senate Calendar) (Similar to HSB 167)
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Veterans Affairs
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

List of Eligible Bills
HSB 154
HSB 155
HSB 157
HF 182
HF 241
HF 438
SF 197
SF 373

Explains how and when the POW/MIA flag should be flown (House Calendar) (Companion to SF 197)
Takes the Agent Orange section out of the Iowa Code. Federal government has established exclusive
jurisdiction over this issue (House Calendar)
Makes state code mirror federal code with military justice jurisdiction and expands the statute of
limitation (House Calendar) (Companion to SF 373)
Allows for the National Guard Educational Assistance Program to pay for professional degrees
(House Calendar)
States that only the County Commissions of Veterans Affairs may administer the duties of the county commissions (Senate Veterans Affairs Committee)
Allows money from the Veterans Trust Fund to be used, with exceptions, for housing assistance
(House Appropriations Committee)
Explains how and when the POW/MIA flag should be flown (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HSB
154)
Makes state code mirror federal code with military justice jurisdiction and expands the statute of
limitation (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HSB 157)
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Ways & Means
IOWA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST FUNNEL, 2017

All Bills in the Ways And Means Committee are Eligible (Per Joint Rule 20)
HF 242
HF 290
HF 478
HF 477
SF 356

Eliminates the Iowa Election Campaign Income Tax Checkoff that allows taxpayers to allocate up to
$1.50 of their state tax liability to either or both of the political parties in the state. (Senate Ways &
Means Committee)
Prohibits charitable contributions from being deducted from taxes if the contribution is in place of a
fine or penalty. (House Calendar)
Removes the sunset on the Property Assessment Appeal Board (PAAB) that is currently scheduled
for 2021 and makes procedural changes to the PAAB process. (House Calendar) (Companion to SF
356)
Extends the length of a rental of lodging from the current law of 31 consecutive days to 90 or more
consecutive days before the local motel or hotel tax does not apply. (House calendar) (Companion
to SF 200)
Removes the sunset on the Property Assessment Appeal Board (PAAB) that is currently scheduled
for 2021 and makes procedural changes to the PAAB process. (Senate Calendar) (Companion to HF
478)
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